STI WIRELESS RECEIVERS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The receivers allow you to monitor up to 8 different STI wireless alert devices at a single, convenient location. Supervised for low battery and signal reception, they have an audible chime tone or 12 VDC output for siren. The 4-Channel Voice Receiver sounds a tune or a prerecorded programmable voice message. Offers ten tones/tunes or 53 selectable words (English or Spanish) to create a custom message up to four words. The 8-Channel Receiver offers a mirror function that can work with up to four additional 8-Channel Receivers. Devices can be latching or momentary by zone. STI offers multiple wireless products designed to alert you of several different conditions (such as: an open garage door, mail delivered, a car in the driveway, open exit door, removed fire extinguisher or activated push button, etc.).

HOW IT WORKS
The receivers (excludes Single Channel Slave) supervise transmitter battery and signal reception (low battery is indicated with a short beep between 12 and 24 hours of detection).

For more information, call 248-673-9898 or visit www.sti-usa.com
STI Wireless Receivers
Dimensions and Technical Information

MODELS AVAILABLE

**Receivers**
- STI-34108  8-Channel Receiver
- STI-V34104  4-Channel Voice Receiver
- STI-34098  Single Channel Slave Receiver

**Sensors**
- STI-34101  Wireless Driveway Monitor Sensor (solar powered)
- STI-34151  Wireless Driveway Monitor Sensor (battery powered)
- STI-34201  Wireless Mail Alert Sensor
- STI-34301  Wireless Garage Sentry Alert Sensor
- STI-34401  Wireless Universal Alert Sensor
- STI-34501  Wireless Door Entry Alert® Sensor
- STI-34601  Wireless Doorbell Button Alert Sensor
- STI-34701  Wireless Indoor Motion Detector Alert Sensor
- STI-34752  Wireless Outdoor Motion Detector Alert Sensor
- STI-6200WIR  Wireless Fire Extinguisher Theft Stopper® Sensor
- STI-6400WIR  Wireless Exit Stopper® Door Alarm Sensor
- STI-6517B  Wireless Stopper® Station Shield with Sound and Wireless Transmitter

**4-Channel Voice Receiver Kits**
- STI-V34100  Wireless Driveway Monitor (solar powered)
- STI-V34150  Wireless Driveway Monitor (battery powered)
- STI-V34200  Wireless Mail Alert
- STI-V34300  Wireless Garage Sentry Alert
- STI-V34400  Wireless Universal Alert
- STI-V34500  Wireless Door Entry Alert®
- STI-V34600  Wireless Doorbell Button Alert
- STI-V34700  Wireless Indoor Motion Detector Alert
- STI-V34760  Wireless Outdoor Motion Detector Alert

**Single Channel Slave Receiver Kits**
- STI-34119  Wireless Driveway Monitor (solar powered)
- STI-34159  Wireless Driveway Monitor (battery powered)
- STI-34209  Wireless Mail Alert
- STI-34309  Wireless Garage Sentry® Alert
- STI-34409  Wireless Universal Alert
- STI-34609  Wireless Doorbell Button Alert
- STI-34709  Wireless Indoor Motion Detector Alert
- STI-34759  Wireless Outdoor Motion Detector Alert
- STI-6400WIR  Wireless Exit Stopper® multifunction door alarm with Single Channel Slave Receiver

**Accessories**
- STI-34099  Single Channel Slave Receiver Case
- STI-34105  Voltamax 12 VDC (500mA) power supply
- STI-30105  Extended Antenna
- STI-34106  Key Fob
- STI-34188  8-Zone Relay Board for STI-34108

WARRANTY

**TESTING**
- STI-34108, STI-V34104
- CE
- FCC & IC Compliant